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Abstract: The amplification and propagation of the tide at the northeastern coast of

the Antarctic Peninsula was studied by analysis of instantaneous sea levels measured at

the tidal station of Base Esperanza, at the northern end of the Antarctic Peninsula

(0-�,,..0�S, /0�/3.--�W), at the northeastern coast of Marambio Island (Seymour

Island, 0.�+..++�S, /0�-../+�W) and near Base Matienzo, Larsen nunatak (0.�/..,-�S,
0*�,.0*�W) at the edge of the Larsen ice-shelf. By means of harmonic analysis the

amplitudes and phases of the most energetic ten tidal constituents were obtained. The

tidal regime was typified by means of the factor F and a preponderantly semidiurnal

mixed tide was obtained. Significant southward amplification was observed in the

amplitudes of semidiurnal constituents, and a less evident amplification was obtained in

diurnal ones. Consequently, slightly southward diminution in factor F, from *.1/
(Esperanza) to *.0 (Matienzo), was found. Both southward amplification in ampli-

tudes and northward propagation of the main tidal constituents obtained from numer-

ical global models show good agreement with the present observations.
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+. Introduction

Tidal observations are not evenly distributed worldwide. Of all coastal regions in

the World Ocean, the Antarctic Continent has particularly few sea level measurements,

especially in the South Atlantic and South Indian Ocean sectors (Lutjeharms and

Stavropoulos, +32/). Robertson et al. (+332) presented a description of thirty-one

tidal gauge observations at the Weddell Sea, twenty-one observations were in open water

and ten records were obtained under, or at the edge of, an ice shelf�tiltmeters and

gravimeter were used to obtain tidal elevation under the ice shelves. In shallow water

areas around Antarctica observations of sea level are very scarce and generally limited

to the summer season because weather conditions are extremely severe during the rest of
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the year and coastal water often freezes. The study of the tidal dynamics in the

Weddell Sea is not possible using only observations of sea level, but a preliminary view

of the tidal propagation and amplification can be achieved using cotidal and corange

charts obtained from tide global numerical models. Numerical models (Schwidersky,

+313, +32+a, b, c; Cartwright and Ray, +33*) and more recently satellite altimeter data

(Kantha, +33/; Le Provost et al., +332) have been used to provide global features of the

circulation and propagation of the main tidal constituents. In addition, the high-

resolution semi-inverse global model presented by Egbert et al. (+33.) gave a very

realistic simulation of the tide at many locations around the Antarctic continent. The

main di#erences between observations and global ocean models arise in shallow water

regions where the inaccuracies in bottom depths can often have errors as high as +**�
(Kantha, +33/). Even though such global tidal models give very good results for the

deep ocean, they have not enough resolution to describe the dynamics in shelf areas close

to the coast.

The aim of this work is to study the amplification and propagation of the tidal

waves along the Northeastern Antarctic Peninsula, Northwestern Weddell Sea, by

analysis of sea level data collected at Base Esperanza, Marambio Island and Base

Matienzo. In Section ,, field studies and data processing are described. Computed

harmonic amplitudes and phases and the atmospheric e#ect on sea level are presented in

Section -. Finally, a discussion of the main results is presented in Section ..

,. Field studies and data processing

Sea levels at the north of the Antarctic Peninsula (Base Esperanza, 0-�,,..0�S,

/0�/3.--�W, Fig. +) were measured from Jan/+/+31+ to Jul/+/+31,. Sea levels were

gathered by a basic tide gauge with a float and counterweight inside a vertical tube

(Unesco, +32/). The float had an electrical resistor (heater) to avoid that seawater

inside of the tube was frozen. This tidal record is the longest one measured at the

Northern Antarctic Peninsula (Legal et al., +33/). The tidal analog record was

digitized with one hour sampling interval and +-+,1 data were obtained. Afterward

(in +33-), the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, USA (NOAA) and

the Navy Hydrographic Service of Argentina installed a Next Generation Water Level

Measurement System (NGWLMS) in Esperanza Bay. Nevertheless, the data record

gathered by this system presents several gaps (Vetere, personal communication, ,**,).

During the Summer Antarctic Campaign (SAC) +330�+331 tidal measurements

were made at Larsen nunatak (Base Matienzo, 0.�/..,-�S , 0*�,.0*�W, Fig. +) north of

the Larsen ice-shelf. This nunatak is approximately +./ km long and *.1 km wide

(SHN, +32.). An Aanderaa model WLR-1 water level recorder (with pressure sensor)

was installed on December +3, +330 at +. m depth, . m above the bottom and .* m from

the coast. This instrument was programmed with a sampling interval of -* min.

After ,/ days (+,*, observations) the coastal water was covered by many little ice floes

and, therefore, the instrument had to be recovered. Pressure data from WLR-1 were

converted to sea level using standard processing presented in Aanderaa (+33*). Sea

levels were also measured, from December ,* +330 to January ,+, +331, using visual tide

sta# and level, recording height from the instantaneous sea level to a fixed point placed
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near the coast. The measurements were -+ days long, with a sampling interval of -*
min (+.23 data). Sea levels measured with pressure sensor and visual tide sta# and

level were successfully correlated and the determination coe$cient obtained was *.30
(Speroni et al., ,***). Tidal measurements were made during the SAC ,***�,**+ at

Northeastern Marambio Island (Seymour Island, Base Marambio, 0.�+..++�S,

/0�-../+�W, Fig. +) approximately 2/ km south of Esperanza and +0/ km northeast of

Matienzo.

An Inter Ocean System model S.A current-meter and pressure sensor was moored

/m above the bottom (where the depth was +*m) and 0**m from the coast, on January

,1, ,**+. In only four days this instrument was twice dragged by ice floes and,

therefore, the decision was made to recover the equipment and the data recorded were

not analyzed. Simultaneously, from January ,1, ,**+ to February ,2, ,**+ sea level

was also measured by using a visual tide sta# and level. These unpublished measure-

ments were -, days long, with a sampling interval of -*min (+/-0 data).

/2-hour data of sea levels measured at Esperanza station are shown in Fig. ,. In

this figure it can be observed that the tidal amplitude in Marambio is slightly larger that

at Esperanza and that high and low water occur first in Marambio indicating northward

propagation of the tidal wave. Sea levels measured in Marambio are shown in Fig. -.
In this figure there are some time intervals with one high and low water per day and

others with two high and low waters per day, which shows a mixed tidal regime.

In this work, data were processed according to Foreman (+311) to obtain the tidal

constants, associated errors were calculated using the computational methodology given

Fig. +. Region of study. The stars show the locations where the measurements were made. Bottom

topography (contours) was obtained from SHN (+331). Contours deeper than +**m can not

be completely drawn because depth data are very scarce on this side of the Weddell Sea.
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by Pawlowicz et al. (,**,). The length of the tidal records obtained in Marambio and

Matienzo (about a month) did not allow confident estimation of the long period tidal

constituents (Mm, Mf and Msf) which could be strongly a#ected by meteorological
fluctuations. The main harmonic constants obtained from the three data series are

shown in Table +. In this table, amplitudes H and phases G of the principal diurnal

(O+, K+, P+ and Q+), semidiurnal (M,, S,, K,, N,, and L,) and quarter diurnal (M.)

constituents are presented, where G is the phase relative to Greenwich (Schureman,

+322).

-. Results

The results presented in Table + show that semidiurnal constituents M, and S, have

the greater amplitudes and that the diurnal constituents K+ and O+ follow them. In

order to typify the tidal regime in a quantitative way the Courtier coe$cient (or form

Fig. ,. Sea levels simultaneously measured at Esperanza and Marambio.

Fig. -. Sea levels measured at Marambio using visual tide sta# and level from January ,1 to

February ,2, ,**+.
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factor) F (Defant, +30+), which is defined by:

F��HK+�HO+���HM,�HS,�� (+)
was used.

Using the values presented in Table +, F�*.1/, *.1* and *.0* were obtained for

Esperanza, Marambio and Matienzo, respectively, resulting in a predominately semidi-

urnal mixed tidal regime, which is coincident with the tidal classification given by

NIMA (+331). The form factor calculated for Esperanza is greater than the calculated

value for Matienzo because of the amplification in the semidiurnal constituents. The

estimated errors obtained for amplitudes of the main harmonic constants do not exceed

-� of the amplitude in any case. The main harmonic constants obtained for

Esperanza, Marambio and Matienzo are shown in Fig. .. In this figure, an increase of

the amplitudes is observed from Esperanza to Matienzo for the M, (*.+32m) and the S,

(*.+/1m) constituents. The K+ constituent presents a slighter amplification (*.*0+m)

and the O+ constituent remains almost constant (only *.*,+m between Marambio and

Matienzo). Consequently, the observed decrease in F, from *.1/ in Esperanza to *.0 in

Matienzo, is due to the larger amplification of the semidiurnal constituents with respect

to the diurnal ones.

Table +. Harmonic constants (H: amplitude in m and G: Greenwich epoch in degree) and associated

error calculated from measurements obtained at Esperanza, Marambio and Matienzo.

Fig. .. Amplitudes of the tidal constituents obtained at Esperanza, Marambio and Matienzo.
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The di#erences (residuals) between sea levels observed at Marambio and the

predicted ones from the harmonic constants are shown in Fig. /a. Residuals fluctuate

around a mean value of �*.**,m and the di#erences (positive or negative) can reach

up to *..*m.

Sea level observation and residual spectra estimated by using of the Fast Fourier

Transform are presented in Fig. /b. The energy corresponding to the residuals is

almost two orders of magnitude less than the energy associated with the sea level

observations in the diurnal frequency band and almost three orders of magnitude less

than the energy in the semidiurnal frequency band. In the quarter diurnal frequency

band the spectral energy corresponding to the sea levels is two orders of magnitude

higher than the one associated with the residuals. Results show that the harmonic

analysis has worked with very high performance. It can be concluded that the residuals

are almost completely associated with non-tidal e#ects, containing approximately +� of

the astronomical tide. The residual spectrum corresponding to Matienzo showed

similar spectral features as the spectrum of residuals corresponding to Marambio as

discussed by Speroni et al. (,***).

Fig. /. (a) Di#erences (residuals) between observed sea levels and predicted ones using harmonic

constants obtained at Marambio and (b) the spectrum of residuals (solid line) presented in

Fig. /a and the spectrum of sea levels (dashed line) presented in Fig. -.

a)

b)
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.. Discussion

Only a few papers concerning sea level observations at the northeastern coast of the

Antarctic Peninsula have been published in the scientific literature. Consequently, the

comparison between the results presented in this work and other results is rather

di$cult. Harmonic constants presented in this work can be used to check results given

from tidal global models. Observing the isoamplitude and cotidal charts presented by

Egbert et al. (+33.), Kantha (+33/), Le Provost et al. (+332) and Robertson et al.

(+332), it can be noted that, in general, the tidal waves corresponding to the main

constituents have amplitudes and phases consistent with those presented in this work.

The main di#erences between sea level observations and global ocean models arise
in shallow water regions where the inaccuracies in bottom depths can often have errors

as high as +**� (Kantha, +33/). Even though such global tidal models give very good

results for the deep ocean, they have not enough resolution to describe in detail the

dynamics in shelf areas close to the coast. Andersen et al. (+33/) showed that some
major di#erences between global models (Egbert et al., +33.; Sanchez and Pavlis, +33/)
occur in areas close to Antarctica, where no altimetry from the Topex/Poseidon satellite

exists. In the Weddell Sea di#erences larger than *.-*m were seen for the semidiurnal

constituents. Robertson (+332) found that the largest discrepancies between the model
results and measurements occur over the continental slope and under the ice shelves.

The principal error sources are believed to be inaccurate bathymetry in his model, tidal

analysis limitations associated with short data record lengths and omission of baroclinic

tides. The tidal constants presented in this work, obtained from sea level measure-

ments, improve knowledge of the propagation and amplification of tides along the

northeastern coast of the Antarctic Peninsula. Even though numerical models are very

powerful tools, additional field measurements along the southern ice-shelf of the

Weddell Sea are necessary in order to achieve a more realistic description of the tidal

dynamics in this coastal Antarctic region.
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